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Enjoy naturally strong and glowing locks.ll be amazed at how easy it is to achieve the hair you’
With basic recipes for all-natural products that you can make in the home and healthful approaches
to slicing and coloring, you’ In this holistic information to hair care, Mary Beth Janssen shows you
how to promote vibrant locks without resorting to severe chemicals. Great hair has never felt so
good! Discover how Ayurvedic philosophy can rejuvenate your hair and what foods can unlock your
hair’s natural vibrancy.ve always desired.
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This will become your go-to book for great holistic hair care!!!! Naturally Healthy Hair: HERBAL
REMEDIES and Daily Care for Fabulous Hair is THE perfect reserve for someone seeking to get off
the chemical roller coaster making use of their hair. I haven't used "regular" hair shampoo in almost
2 yrs. I purchased this reserve to get some extra ideas of how to continue with my natural hair
treatment and received it in spades. In the event that you wish of stuff to sell on Etsy, skip this book
and others enjoy it. Its not likely to teach me to create something better than what I purchase at the
store. I however think it is tiresome to get and make up the concoctions pointed out in the book..it'll
never have been thus healthy or search for great! HAIR.! Four Stars Has a lot of good information
and tested recipes. Plus, like the title suggests, the book actually focuses on using herbal products
in your hair care routine, it isn't nearly homemade haircare concepts. The author speaks about the
anatomical structure of hair, the annals of hair styling and locks composition. The writer has
meditations to make use of to lessen stress, mindful nutrition, yoga tips, etc; and quality recipes --
including creating your very own shampoos, step by step henna applications, producing ayurvedic
oils, conditioners and gels.Really wonderful book. . I have used a few of the hair recipes, plus they
are not as well hard. I did have to order a few of the substances required though. . There are tips
about discovering your different doshas, which includes addressing dietary issues, stress-response
issues, and physical fitness. The few and After all few quality recipes it has are mainly single use
recipes.!! Many thanks dear author. Useful book about hair This book has helpful info about hair
care and styling. with this publication I transformed my dried out, lifeless, falling hair . . . to . . Nothing
great here.! Then again, if you prefer a happy vegan friendly publication to sit on the coffee table in
your commune common room, this just might do. . as it should be. You don't need expensive
products and remedies. . I wish there have been more recipes. simply follow this simple suggestions.
This author understands her stuff. I simply was really looking at a particular solution it had. Great
publication for hair. I felt that this book has given me an insight into how harmful our hair products
are, and how good being organic is. I got a few oils the reserve mentioned, and it certainly worked
for dandruff. None of the synthetic items I have bought so far have worked so well.. I want they
might give some simple recipes for people on the go like myself. I noticed one recipe for soapwort
hair shampoo that may work for someone I know who is definitely allergic to all soaps..I've not..
Typically, it generates a tangle like I cannot believe, or weights the locks down and it looks dirty...
Another waste materials of cash! I wasted my money. It Works! . You will discover better basic
recipes on websites that sell cosmetic elements. very technical Not the publication I was hoping for-
in order to learn the "science" of hair- this is actually the book, however, i wanted something simple,
with an easy task to do receipies and tips. Hardly worth the cost of the book. Choose the book
and modification the complete way you relate with your hair.in short, SAVED MY HAIR! If you want
natural for the sake of having natural, do it now. From honey, to eggs, to beer, to essential oils and
so much more you will learn how to repair what ails your locks in a safe and sound, holistic way
without poisoning yourself in the process. It'll tell you what hair foods to eat I'm sure, nevertheless,
you won't figure out how to preserve anything. . Nothing I tried worked perfectly I like the
theory...Also, an entire book of recipes sounds very good, however in the end, you'll be more likely
to gravitate towards one or two.. Without sudsing agents and some of the nasty chemical
substances, my hair is a wreck. I wish I found an ideal recipe but alas....however in terms of
functionality, I've really struggled to get natural recipes or even natural products that may give me
good results on my hair. Four Stars nice and easy to read with plenty of information Got Curls?
Finally an author who understands. Indispensable information, even for curly heads. It's crazy just
how much ignorance there is about locks types.. Saved me from dandruff, allergies, breakage.. This
book goes into plenty of detail, that could be better fitted to someone in beautician school. The



recipes are natural. Unique approach to balanced, natural hair care Janssen's book takes a holistic,
ayurvedic method of healthy hair. Five Stars Love the all organic recipes I love it ok. In case you are
interested int this materials, you may find it very good. It works.
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